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Narwhals 2013-06-18
among all the large whales on earth the most unusual and least studied is the narwhal the northernmost whale on
the planet and the one most threatened by global warming narwhals thrive in the fjords and inlets of northern
canada and greenland these elusive whales whose long tusks were the stuff of medieval european myths and inuit
legends are uniquely adapted to the arctic ecosystem and are able to dive below thick sheets of ice to depths of up
to 1 500 meters in search of their prey halibut cod and squid join todd mcleish as he travels high above the arctic
circle to meet teams of scientific researchers studying the narwhal s life cycle and the mysteries of its tusk inuit
storytellers and hunters animals that share the narwhals habitat walruses polar bears bowhead and beluga whales
ivory gulls and two kinds of seals mcleish consults logbooks kept by whalers and explorers and interviews folklorists
and historians to tease out the relationship between the real narwhal and the mythical unicorn in colorado he visits
climatologists studying changes in the seasonal cycles of the arctic ice from a history of the trade in narwhal tusks
to descriptions of narwhals vocalizations as heard through hydrophones narwhals reveals the beauty and thrill of
the narwhal and its habitat and the threat it faces from a rapidly changing world watch the trailer youtube com
watch v ghwaqdkylcq list uuge4monglfncq1w1c bnhcw index 9 feature plcp

Narwhals and Other Whales 2020-01-07
track the facts about the unicorn of the sea the narwhal and its closest relatives when jack and annie came back
from their adventure in magic tree house 33 narwhal on a sunny night they had lots of questions what is a narwhal
why is it nicknamed the unicorn of the sea what other whales live in the arctic how do they survive the cold find out
the answers to these questions and more as jack and annie track the facts about narwhals and other whales filled
with up to date information photographs illustrations and fun tidbits from jack and annie fact trackers are the
perfect way for kids to find out more about the topics they discover in their favorite magic tree house adventures
did you know that there s a magic tree house book for every kid magic tree house adventures with jack and annie
perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books merlin missions more challenging adventures for the
experienced reader fact trackers nonfiction companions to your favorite magic tree house adventures

Narwhals Love Nachos & Cheese 2021
born deep in the ocean kelp is not like the other narwhals and one day when he spies a creature on land that looks
like him he learns why

Not Quite Narwhal 2017-02-14
chosen as a book of the year by waterstones and the times nothing less than brilliant wall street journal
entertaining and original guardian accessible and insightful it s a thought provoking read observer highly readable
the times what s it like to be a bat a bee or a bed bug from narwhals to slugs dr justin gregg offers a window into
the minds of other creatures and debunks many of the myths of human exceptionalism with the latest research on
animal minds and cognitive psychology he shows us what animal minds can teach us about humanity s
shortcomings mind bending humbling and hilarious if nietzsche were a narwhal will change how you think about
animals humans and the meaning of life itself provides real insight into how we think financial times witty and
instructive new statesman

If Nietzsche Were a Narwhal 2022-08-09
make your own 3d decorations with this brilliant board book of press out narwhals mermaids and more stuff from
the seaside



Press Out and Decorate: Narwhals and Mermaids 2019-04-04
dive under the sea and meet narwhals whales giant octopuses and other amazing animals in this exciting sticker
book learn where otters live what elephant seals look like discover creatures of the deep and lots more with over
150 stickers to decorate the underwater scenes and links to websites with videos of narwhals sea otters and more

First Sticker Book Narwhals 2023-06-27
for fans of the dork diaries comes a new and heavily illustrated chapter book series about a fiery third grade
mermaid who thinks she wants to be where the shimmery sirens are cora is a small mermaid with a big personality
but like so many mermaids in the third grade she is struggling to truly be herself she wants to be like the singing
sirens the most glamorous swim team in the sea unfortunately an annoying road er seablock keep getting in her
way when cora fails her spelling test her coach says she can t be on the team unless she gets an a on the next one
can cora conquer her spelling test make the swim team and stay true to herself at the same time

Third Grade Mermaid 2017-01-31
search for six narwhals known as the unicorns of the sea in every beautifully illustrated scene from a trip to the
museum and a day out at a water park to a tropical beach and icy waters there s so much to spot and find including
a bonus rainbow narwhal plus see if you can find the odd animal out in fun activity pages

Where's the Narwhal? a Search and Find Book 2019-02-21
noah the narwhal has good days when he is productive and social and pain days when he needs to rest his friends
and family can find it difficult to handle the unpredictability can they come to see that having him in their lives is
absolutely worth it

Noah the Narwhal 2023-11-14
learn all about narwhals carefully leveled text and vivid images bring these magnificent tusked creatures of the sea
to life critical thinking questions and a photo glossary supply readers with the basic building blocks for reading
nonfiction

It's a Narwhal! 2018-08-01
clanton s eisner award winning first book in his bestselling early graphic novel series is now available as a fin tastic
book and plush puppet gift set full color consumable

Narwhal 2018
the 1 bestselling magic tree house series is ready to whisk you away with jack and annie this time meet famous
explorer leif erikson and help save a narwhal when the magic tree house whisks jack and annie off to greenland
they re not sure what time they ve landed in but they immediately know what their mission is save a narwhal then
they meet a young hunter named leif erikson and they ask for his help but leif has other ideas track the facts with
jack and annie in the nonfiction companion to this book narwhals and other whales if you re looking for merlin
mission 33 carnival at candlelight it was renumbered as part of the rebrand in 2017 as merlin mission 5

Narwhal on a Sunny Night 2021-09-21
in the second book in the heavily illustrated chapter book series cora the irrepressible third grade mermaid and
friends are looking for narwhals when cora reads a short story she wrote about a narwhal in her english class vivian



shimmermore mocks her and says that everyone knows that narwhals are fake suddenly cora and her friends are
embarking on an exciting quest to find these not so mythical creatures and prove vivian wrong and then cora finds
out that their adventures could actually win her the top prize in the ocean writes contest if she can manage to write
the whole story down before the deadline

Third Grade Mermaid and the Narwhals 2018-02-27
narwhal is a happy go lucky narwhal jelly is a no nonsense jellyfish the two might not have a lot in common but they
do love waffles parties and adventures join narwhal and jelly as they become the coolest teachers in the world wide
waters in the hilarious sixth book of this blockbuster graphic novel series

Narwhal’s School of Awesomeness (Narwhal and Jelly, Book 6)
2021-09-02
a new york times bestselling series hilarious and charming the most lovable duo since frog and toad nyt bestselling
creator of the dog man and captain underpants series dav pilkey narwhal is a happy go lucky narwhal jelly is a no
nonsense jellyfish the two might not have a lot in common but they do both love waffles parties and adventures join
narwhal and jelly as they discover the whole wide ocean together a wonderfully silly early graphic novel series
featuring three stories in the first jelly learns that narwhal is a really good friend then narwhal and jelly form their
own pod of awesomeness with their ocean friends and finally narwhal and jelly read the best book ever even though
it doesn t have any words or pictures ben clanton showcases the joys of friendship the benefits of working together
and the power of imagination in the delightful narwhal unicorn of the sea

Narwhal: Unicorn of the Sea! (A Narwhal and Jelly Book #1)
2016-10-04
wendall sets off to look for friends but no one can see past his big pointy nose the octopus thinks he s funny looking
that s a bit rich coming from old eight legs the jellyfish are afraid of him well really those stinging brutes need to
take a look in a mirror and even the tiny clam laughs at him fancy that from a creature as ridiculous as a clam
wendall eventually learns the value of self examination you can t judge others for judging you while you re judging
them after all

Wendell the Narwhale 2016-02-19
friendship is the winner in this hilarious contest between a girl who blames a narwhal for her mess and the narwhal
who materializes to defend himself this girl s room is an amazing mess between the pies the paints and the giant
rainbow splashed across the wall she swears that she didn t make the mess in fact it was probably a narwhal they
make pies all the time don t they but when a real narwhal magically appears the girl finds herself in a battle of wits
with a creature who s every bit as feisty and funny as she is can she convince this creature that a narwhal made the
mess can the narwhal convince her that she knows nothing about narwhals in the hilarity that ensues girl and
narwhal discover they were destined to be best friends

Probably a Narwhal 2020-09-15
narah and the unicorn is a friendship story set in the deep blue sea it explores unique creatures from all over the
world while giving children an origin story for the majestic narwhal being one of a kind doesn t mean you re alone

Narah and the Unicorn 2017-09
based on a true story this sweet and playful picture book about a little lost narwhal introduces kids to the marine



world and the surprising friendships under the sea when little narwhal sets off on an adventure to see new sights he
finds himself far from home too far to return on his own scared and alone narwhal looks for other narwhals but finds
a pod of belugas instead they don t speak his language or eat the same foods but when the belugas begin to play
little narwhal knows exactly what to do this heartwarming story is the perfect gift for young kids starting school
daycare or making new friends little narwhal finds friends in new and unexpected places helping kids to feel excited
and empowered about relationship building shares an important message about acceptance empathy and
overcoming differences the poetic language and playful illustrations are engaging and memorable includes a note
from a marine biologist about the true events that inspired this story

Little Narwhal, Not Alone 2021-10-12
a new york times bestselling series hilarious and charming the most lovable duo since frog and toad nyt bestselling
creator of the dog man and captain underpants series dav pilkey narwhal and jelly and otty exuberant narwhal and
skeptical jelly test the waters of adding a new friend to their pod when they meet otty the super adventurous otter
in the fourth book of this blockbuster early graphic novel series dive into three new stories about the joy of
adventure and the power of friendship in the first story otty the otter makes her debut splash while narwhal greets
her with immediate enthusiasm jelly s not so sure about her mostly because he worries she ll take his place as
narwhal s best friend readers will easily see why narwhal s so excited to meet otty a boisterous explorer who even
has an aunt who s a real live sea captain but readers will also relate to jelly s uneasiness seeing his best friend
making a new pal jelly tries to work out his jealousy in story two and in story three the new trio say ahoy adventure
and discover they all have more in common than they thought including a love of waffles jelly also takes over the
super waffle and strawberry sidekick comic providing a sidekick s eye view of defeating the dreaded deviled egg

Narwhal's Otter Friend (A Narwhal and Jelly Book #4) 2020-01-07
a great shivery seductive read elle

The Voyage of the Narwhal (Text Only) 2012-02-20
what is that is one of our favorite questions from curious little minds in this fun little lift a flap book we explore fun
facts about narwhals an arctic whale with very distinctive features is that a horn like a unicorn no it s actually a
tooth learn all about these amazing mammals with fun illustrations and sturdy pages perfect for little hands join
narwhals and their animal friends and learn about these arctic creatures perfectly sized for little hands and fingers
to open and close the flaps 6 chunky and sturdy flaps are extra strong so your little one can open and close again
and again surprise and delight with bright artwork and fun facts under each flap collect all the books in this fun
series narwhals sloths and llamas are featured in these curious little lift a flap books and they are a great
introduction to reading with cheerful contemporary and whimsical illustrations and sturdy easy to lift flaps

What Is a Narwhal? 2019-07-30
track the facts about the unicorn of the sea the narwhal and its closest relatives when jack and annie came back
from their adventure in magic tree house 33 narwhal on a sunny night they had lots of questions what is a narwhal
why is it nicknamed the unicorn of the sea what other whales live in the arctic how do they survive the cold find out
the answers to these questions and more as jack and annie track the facts about narwhals and other whales filled
with up to date information photographs illustrations and fun tidbits from jack and annie fact trackers are the
perfect way for kids to find out more about the topics they discover in their favorite magic tree house adventures
did you know that there s a magic tree house book for every kid magic tree house adventures with jack and annie
perfect for readers who are just beginning chapter books merlin missions more challenging adventures for the
experienced reader fact trackers nonfiction companions to your favorite magic tree house adventures



Narwhals and Other Whales 2020-01-07
narwhals fans will adore this new addition to usborne s magic painting series simply brush water over the pages
and watch as they burst into colour revealing an array of magical scenes the book comes with a brush just dip it in
water sweep over the page and the colours will appear the laminated back cover folds out so you can place it
between the pages and prevent colours running onto the page beneath features a range of undersea creatures

Magic Painting: Narwhals and Other Sea Creatures 2020-04-30
this book is the companion to the exhibit narwhal revealing an arctic legend at the smithsonian institution s national
museum of natural history opening august 2017 verso of title page

Narwhal 2017
this new york times bestseller is soon to be an animated series on netflix in the tradition of uni the unicorn and
gaston this heartwarming and adorable debut picture book tells the story of a young unicorn who was born under
the sea to a family of narwhals growing up in the ocean kelp has always assumed that he was a narwhal like the
rest of his family sure he s always been a little bit different his tusk isn t as long he s not as good of a swimmer and
he really doesn t enjoy the cuisine then one night an extra strong current sweeps kelp to the surface where he
spots a mysterious creature that looks just like him kelp discovers that he and the creature are actually unicorns
the revelation leaves him torn is he a land narwhal or a sea unicorn but perhaps if kelp is clever he may find a way
to have the best of both worlds told with heartwarming illustrations and spare sweet text jessie sima s debut picture
book is about fitting in standing out and the all encompassing love of family

Not Quite Narwhal 2017-02-14
an early reader with short simple sentences clear text and lively photos find out fascinating facts about narwhals
and the characteristics which make them so special

Narwhals 2021-08
from the creators of unicorn and the rainbow poop comes naughty narwhal the cutest and naughtiest narwhal you ll
ever meet narwhal is the most mischievous naughty little creature in the sea wherever she is she s always up to
something one day narwhal sees all of her friends having a party and realises they didn t invite her because she d
been so mean to them but does narwhal feel bad no narwhal feels angry oh no what will narwhal do and will she
ever face up to her naughty behaviour this warmly funny picture book about friendship and kindness is perfect for
all children

Naughty Narwhal 2019-08-01
discover the majestic unicorn of the sea with this suspenseful narrative from a bbc filmmaker and gorgeous art from
an award winning illustrator with a crack and a creak the frozen sea begins to melt the ice splits apart and a new
pathway forms as winter comes to an end a pod of narwhals begins a treacherous journey north along the way they
must find fish to eat avoid a hungry polar bear and navigate the maze of sea ice will their sensitive long spiral tusks
and clicking calls be enough to keep them safe and help them find their way to their summer resting grounds join
zoologist justin anderson and artist jo weaver as they reveal the mysteries of these amazing toothed whales and
their arctic home small text offers narwhal facts throughout and young explorers can read more on the future of
this fascinating creature in the back matter



Narwhal: The Arctic Unicorn 2022-10-18
explores the habitat and nature of the narwhal

Narwhal 2012-08-10
narwhals are the unicorns of the sea these mysterious creatures may be known for their long tusks but they have
many other adaptations to survive in the arctic in this low level text readers will explore the physical and behavioral
traits that help narwhals thrive in the icy waters of the arctic biome engaging text vivid photos and special features
such as an adaptations graphic a profile and a diet feature highlight all that makes narwhals arctic survivors

Narwhals 2020-08-01
animals illustrated mixes fun filled animal facts suitable for the youngest of readers with intricately detailed
illustrations to create a unique and beautiful collection of children s books on arctic animals each volume contains
first hand accounts from authors who live in the arctic along with interesting facts on the behaviours and biology of
each animal kids will learn about how narwhal raise their young in the cold arctic ocean what they eat and where
they can be found along with other interested information like the fact that a narwhals long tusk is actually a tooth

Animals Illustrated: Narwhal 2016
from the author and illustrator of i m a unicorn comes a little golden book all about an adorable narwhal i am not a
unicorn i am not a fish i m a narwhal there s nothing quite as cute as a narwhal and now little golden book fans can
take a dive into the sea and meet one of the ocean s most mysterious animals with lots of endearing and
interesting information and bright illustrations young readers will be eager to jump into this underwater adventure
time and time again

I'm a Narwhal 2019-05-14
babies and toddlers will love touching the textured patches as they meet lots of adorable narwhals the bright
pictures and textures to stroke are designed to help develop sensory and language awareness part of an
internationally bestselling series which includes over sixty titles that has sold over 20 million copies worldwide

That's Not My Narwhal... 2020-07
a narwhal picture book with two way sequins on the cover and a plush toy

Just Narwhal 2020-04
a new york times bestselling series hilarious and charming the most lovable duo since frog and toad nyt bestselling
creator of the dog man and captain underpants series dav pilkey narwhal and jelly are back in action for a super
adventure join super narwhal and sidekick jelly jolt as they take on three super new stories in this early graphic
novel series happy go lucky narwhal and no nonsense jelly find their inner superheroes in three new under the sea
adventures in the first story narwhal s superhero alter ego is revealed and narwhal enlists jelly to help figure out
what their superpower is next narwhal helps a friend find his way back home in the third story jelly is feeling blue
and narwhal comes to the rescue ben clanton showcases the joys of friendship and the power of believing in
yourself and others through this irresistible duo



Super Narwhal and Jelly Jolt (A Narwhal and Jelly Book #2)
2018-02-27
this title takes readers to narwhal habitats to understand why narwhals are at risk what humans are doing to make
matters worse and the ways humans can help to save narwhals ultimately earth sidebars maps and a glossary
enhance readers understanding of this topic additional features include a table of contents an index and a fact
sheet aligned to common core standards and correlated to state standards checkerboard library is an imprint of
abdo publishing a division of abdo

Narwhals 2019-01-01
a new york times bestselling series hilarious and charming the most lovable duo since frog and toad nyt bestselling
creator of the dog man and captain underpants series dav pilkey narwhal s obsession with a new favorite food leads
the duo into hijinks and hilarity in the third book of this all star early graphic novel series narwhal and jelly are back
and narwhal has a new obsession peanut butter narwhal is so obsessed they even want to change their name to
that s right peanut butter ever sensible jelly isn t so sure that s the best idea but is all for narwhal trying new things
instead of just eating waffles all the time no matter how delicious waffles are in this third book narwhal and jelly
star in three new stories about trying new things favorite foods and accepting who we are always funny and never
didactic this underwater duo charms again through their powerful combination of positive thinking imagination and
joyfulness

Peanut Butter and Jelly (A Narwhal and Jelly Book #3) 2019-01-22
narwhal and jelly spread some holiday cheer and warm waffle pudding in the festive fifth new york times bestselling
book of this blockbuster graphic novel series dive into three new stories about narwhal s favorite time of the year it
s the festive season in the world wide waters and narwhal is looking forward to cozying up with a good book singing
and partying with pod pals and enjoying some warm waffle pudding but most of all narwhal is excited about the
arrival of the merry mermicorn according to narwhal she s part mermaid part unicorn and completely mer aculous
jelly is of course skeptical about the existence of the mira miny what a corn even when he receives a mysterious
present it must be from narwhal now jelly has to get the perfect gift but finding a present for someone as unique as
narwhal is no easy feat even when you have six tentacles how will jelly ever come up with a whaley great gift for a
best pal who spreads cheer all through the year

Happy Narwhalidays (A Narwhal and Jelly Book #5) 2024-09-24
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